Features

12 First Steps
Four graduates explain how they got a leg up in the legal world through one-year judicial clerkships.

16 Inspiration Point
A fledgling School of Law program nurtures students’ leadership skills for the benefit of the law school community and the community at-large.

18 Bringing the Law to Life
Inspired by the late Professor Lewis D. Asper, the School’s experiential learning programs complement the classroom component by allowing students to act like lawyers.

22 Plotting a New Course
After months of review by faculty and administrators, the School begins the millennium with a newly approved curriculum that includes intensive instruction in legal analysis and writing.

24 Why Do Alumni Return to the School of Law to Teach?
The question is easily answered by alumni adjuncts devoted to their alma mater and committed to sharing their expertise with the next generation of lawyers.

28 A Link to a Legacy
Once a place for the quiet contemplation and worship of its parishioners, Westminster Hall now hums with the joyful noise of family celebrations and lively exchange of scholarly discourse. Because of its importance to the School of Law, architects looked to Westminster when designing its new neighbor.

30 Construction Nears One-Year Benchmark
As construction on the School of Law’s new building progresses apace, members of the law school community continue to generously support the Building Campaign. Five donors explain why they became involved.

34 Environmental Crusader
Professor Robert V. Percival wrote the book on environmental law and he’s out to save the world by educating the next generation of environmental lawyers.

38 Mean Streets
Growing up in the South in the 1960s when racial violence and prejudice were pervasive prepared Deputy District Attorney Patricia Gatling ’82 for the tough turf of Brooklyn.

40 The 2001 Distinguished Graduate Awardee
Wilbur D. Preston Jr. ’49 is a really special counsel. He’s the heart and soul (and chairman) of Whiteford Taylor & Preston and served the Congress and the president during the national savings and loan crisis.

42 The 2001 Benjamin L. Cardin Pro Bono Service Awardee
John Henry Lewin Jr. ’65 believes that pro bono service is an important part of being a lawyer. His work to improve the Baltimore City court system is proof that he practices what he preaches.